Weakly Supervised Facial Action Unit Recognition With Domain Knowledge.
Current facial action unit (AU) recognition typically includes supervised training, where the fully AU annotated training images are required. Due to the nuances of facial appearance and individual differences, AU annotation is a time-consuming, expensive, and error-prone process. Facial expression is relatively simple to label, since facial expressions describe facial behavior globally and the number of expressions appearing on a face is much less than that of AUs. Furthermore, there exist strong dependencies between AUs and expressions, referred to as domain knowledge. Such domain knowledge is inherent in facial anatomy and facial behavior. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a novel weakly supervised AU recognition method to jointly learn multiple AU classifiers with expression annotations but without any AU annotations by leveraging domain knowledge. Specifically, we first summarize the expression-dependent AU ranking from the domain knowledge of conditional probabilities of AUs given expressions. Then, we formulate the weakly supervised AU recognition as a multilabel ranking problem and propose an efficient learning algorithm to solve it. Furthermore, we extend the proposed weakly supervised AU recognition method to a semi-supervised learning scenario when partial AU labeled samples are available. Experimental results on three benchmark databases demonstrate that the proposed method can successfully exploit domain knowledge for multiple AU recognition and, thus, outperforms both state-of-the-art weakly supervised AU recognition method and the semi-supervised AU recognition method.